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This paper explores the problem of solving triangular linear systems on 
parallel distributed-memory machines. Working within the LogP model, 
tight asymptotic bounds for solving these systems using forward/back- 
ward substitution are presented. Specifically, lower bounds on execution 
time independent of the data layout, lower bounds for data layouts in 
which the number of data items per processor is bounded, and lower 
bounds for specific data layouts commonly used in designing parallel 
algorithms for this problem are presented in this paper. Furthermore, 
algorithms are provided which have running times within a constant 
factor of the lower bounds described. One interesting result is that the 
popular two-dimensional block matrix layout necessarily results in signifi- 
cantly longer running times than simpler one-dimensional schemes. 
Finally, a generalization of the lower bounds to banded triangular linear 
systems is presented. © 2000 Academic Press 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the problem of solving triangular linear systems on 
distributed-memory machines. While much research as been spent exploring this 
problem, virtually all existing works deal with designing and analyzing algorithms 
on specific types of networks uch as the ring or hypercube [ 5, 7, 13, 14 ]. Although 
many of these algorithms are believed to be efficient, so far no formal proof exists 
to substantiate hese beliefs. 
The main objective of this paper is to derive asymptotically tight bounds for the 
running time required to solve triangular linear systems which utilize forward- 
backward substitution. Our results will provide not only a means to measure the 
1A preliminary version [16] was presented in the Seventh IEEE Symposium on Parallel and 
Distributed Processing, 1995. 
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efficiency of existing algorithms but also provide a means to determine which types 
of data layouts hould be assumed in order to achieve an optimal running time. 
In order to make our results applicable to a wide spectrum of distributed-memory 
machines, we utilize the well-known LogP model [2 ]. LogP has the important feature 
that the interconnection network of the machine is modeled by its performance as 
viewed by the user, rather than its detailed interconnection structure. By using the 
parameters in LogP, many important characteristics of parallel machines can be 
represented. Algorithms designed on this model are portable from one distributed- 
memory machine to another and the running times of these algorithms will vary 
from machine to machine according to the parameter values associated with these 
machines. 
Among other things, we shall show that the communication parameters of a 
network have a significant effect on the complexity of this problem. We also show 
that optimal algorithms can be obtained using common data layouts and straight- 
forward communication patterns. Of particular interest, we show that block data 
layout and block-cyclic layouts can incur much higher unning times than those of 
many other common data layouts, such as row-column wrapped. Also, we shall see 
that restricting the proportion of data items assigned to a processor does not result 
in a significantly higher complexity than assuming that all processors have access 
to all data items. 
The paper is divided as follows. In Section 2 we describe the LogP model. In 
Section 3 we list and give a brief discussion of the results obtained in this paper. In 
Sections 4 and 5 we present tight asymptotic bounds for solving triangular systems 
using forward/backward substitution. Specifically, we present lower bounds on 
execution time independent of the data layout, lower bounds for data layouts in 
which the number of data items per processor is bounded, and lower bounds for 
specific data layouts commonly used in designing parallel algorithms for this problem, 
including block cyclic layouts of High Performance Fortran [9] and SCALAPACK 
[4]. Furthermore, algorithms are provided which have running times within a 
constant factor of the lower bounds described. Finally, we present a generalization 
of the lower bounds to banded triangular linear systems. Section 6 gives the conclu- 
sion and summary of results. 
2. THE LogP MODEL 
LogP is a model of a distributed-memory multiprocessor in which processors 
communicate by point-to-point messages [2]. The model specifies the performance 
characteristics of the interconnection network, but does not describe the structure 
of the network. We have tailored the description of the model using terminology 
specific to the problem of solving triangular systems. The main parameters of the 
model are: 
P: the number of processor/memory modules. 
L: an upper bound on the latency, or delay, incurred in communicating a 
message containing a numerical value from its source model to its target module. 
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o: the overhead, defined as the length of time that a processor is engaged in the 
transmission or reception of each message; during this time, the processor cannot 
perform other operations. 
g: the gap, defined as the minimum time interval between consecutive message 
transmission or consecutive message receptions at a processor. [Note: o ~<g] 
Arithmetic operations not requiring communication between processors execute 
in unit time (a processor cycle). The parameters L, o, and g are measured as multiples 
of the processor cycle. Furthermore, it is assumed that the network has a finite capacity 
such that at most FL/g] messages can be in transit from any processor or to any 
processor at any time. If a processor attempts to transmit a message that would 
exceed this limit, it stalls until the message can be sent without exceeding the 
capacity limit. All algorithms discussed in this paper satisfy the capacity constraint 
of the LogP model, and we do not mention it henceforth. 
3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
In this section we discuss the main results obtained in this paper. As stated 
before, we are deriving upper and lower bounds on the running time of substitution 
algorithms. 
Three components are needed in order to determine running time: the algorithm, 
the data layout, and the communication pattern. We view an algorithm simply as 
a set of arithmetic operations where each processor is assigned a sequential list of 
these operations. A data layout is the initial assignment of data to the processors. 
A communication pattern is a list of message transmissions and receptions between 
processors. 
Clearly any substitution algorithm must have at least n 2 operations and therefore 
requires a minimum of n2/P time steps. In other words, n2/P is perfect speedup of 
computation. 
We begin by considering data layouts in which (1)no data item is assigned to 
more than one processor and (2) no processor is assigned more than half of the 
data items. Clearly the most common data layouts used by algorithm designers 
fall into this category. We show that any substitution algorithm using such a data 
layout will have a running time of at least max([ ((x/~ - 1 )/x/~) n + 1 ] g, n2/P). In 
Subsection 4.5 we present substitution algorithms using these types of data layouts 
and straightforward communication patterns. The running times of the algorithms 
presented are within constant factors of the lower bound given above. 
We next derive bounds on the running time independent of the type of data 
layout used. We show that when n ~> Lx//gJ the lower bound in /,/2, when Lx/g-J ~< 
n<,g the lower bound is F(nZ+4n-3) /4] ,  and when n>>,g the lower bound is 
max(Fn/4] g, nz/P). In Subsection 4.5 we provide algorithms whose running times 
are Within a constant factor of these bounds. In fact, since the straightforward 
uniprocessor algorithm achieves a running time of n 2, the case n ~< L,,/~] achieves 
a tight bound on running time. Analyzing these bounds, we see that when n ~<g 
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there is no significant benefit in using multiple processors. When n ~> g, optimal 
running times can be achieved using straightforward communication patterns. 
The last set of lower bounds for triangular systems is for very commonly used 
data layouts. In particular we consider row/column wrapped, row/column contiguous, 
block, and block-cyclic data layouts. We formally define these date layouts in 
Subsection 4.3. We show that for the row/column wrapped and row/column con- 
tiguous, the running times are O(ng + n2/p) and the communication patterns are 
simple. The precise values of these bounds are given in Subsections 413-4.5. We 
show that block and block-cyclic layouts have higher complexities. This is interest- 
ing because block and block-cyclic data layouts are layouts commonly used in High 
Performance Fortran [9] and SCALAPACK [4]. 
Finally, we consider the problem of solving banded triangular systems. Again, we 
assume the algorithms all utilize substitution. As before, we are able to deduce that 
there is no significant benefit in not choosing a straightforward communication 
pattern. 
4. FORWARD/BACKWARD SUBSTITUTION FOR 
SOLVING TRIANGULAR LINEAR SYSTEMS 
We solve triangular linear systems using the forward/backward substitution 
method. Our decision to focus on this method is based on the fact that while there 
have been many parallel methods for solving triangular linear systems [ 1, 8, 12, 15 ], 
many of these methods have been shown to be numerically unstable and/or require 
a number of arithmetic operations which is not optimal [ 3, 10 ]. On the other hand, 
substitution algorithms have been shown to have perfect numerical stability and 
clearly use the minimum number of arithmetic operations [ 10]. In addition, sub- 
stitution is a standard method utilized by algorithm designers. 
The Problem. Given Tx = b solve for x, where T= (a~, j) is a (lower) triangular 
n x n matrix, b = (bi) is a vector of size n, and x = (xj) a vector of size n. 
DEFINITION 4.1. For all i ~< n, a psum (partial sum) of x~ has the following form, 
ai,+ or • ai,+~ i,
ai i i - -  1 fi, , j , "= 
where ai, ;= ai, i or 1, bj = bj or 0, and ~j =xj. or 0. 
We now define our class of algorithms. An algorithm is viewed as a set of arithmetic 
operations where each processor is assigned a sequential list of these operations. 
Since we focus on the forward/backward substitution method, we clearly deal only 
with algorithms whose arithmetic operations create linear combinations (psums) of 
x/s either by (1) multiplying/dividing data items or (2)using un arithmetic opera- 
tions on two psums to form a new psum. Below is a more formal definition. 
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DEFINITION 4.2. We say an algorithm A is a substitution algorithm if each 
arithmetic operations i one of the following: ( 1 ) multiplying some a~, j and xj where 
j<  i, (2)adding or subtracting two psums of some x~ resulting in another psum of 
xi, or (3) dividing a psum of some x~ by ai, ~ to form another psum of x~. We denote 
the class of substitution algorithms by 5 ~. 
It follows from the above definition that processors can only receive or transmit 
the following values: some bj or a~, j or a psum of some xj. Moreover, since we are 
working the LogP model, we assume that 
. 
(transmit) another message 
operation until time t + o. 
1. if processor p transmit a message to/7 at time t then 
(a) it takes o steps for p to place the message into the network, 
(b) at time t + o to t + o + L, the message is in transit in the network, and 
(c) it takes o steps for/7 to retrieve the message. 
if processor p receives (transmits) a message at time t, p cannot receive 
until time t + g and cannot perform any type of 
All the algorithms we present satisfy all the constraints of the LogP model. 
Moreover, our lower bounds hold even under the stronger assumption that any 
value computed by a processor p is available to that processor immediately and to 
all other processors L steps later. 
DEFINITION 4.3. A data layout is the initial distribution of data onto the 
processors. The class of all data layouts is denoted ~. A data layout D is said to 
be a single-item data layout if each matrix entry ai, j is initially assigned to a unique 
processor. 
DEFINITION 4.4. For any algorithm A ~ 5 r and data layout D, define TA, D(xi), 
i=  1, 2, ..., n to be the time at which x~ is computed using algorithm A and assum- 
ing data layout D. (If x~ is computed more than once, TA, D(xi) is the time at which 
xi was first computed.) 
Since we use substitution algorithms, and xi+ 1 depends on x~, it follows that for 
all A a J and D e 9,  and any i < n, IrA, D(X~+ 1) > TA, D(X~). 
DEFINITION 4.5. Let A e5  p. For all i<n, TA(xi) =minD~  TA, D(Xi) and Ty(xi) 
=minA~s~ TA(x~) (i.e., TA(xi) is the minium time needed to compute x; using 
algorithms A regardless of data layout, and Ts~(x~) is the minimum time needed to 
compute x~ by any algorithm in the class 5 P regardless of data layout). 
In the following sections we shall prove lower bounds on TA, D(xn) for algorithms 
A e 5 p and certain types of data layouts D. The lower bounds hold regardless of the 
choice of communication pattern. For simplicity, we state our results in the special 
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case L = g of the LogP model. In Section 4.1 we prove lower bounds on 5 P assum- 
ing D is a single-item data layout in which the number of data items a processor 
is initially assigned is bounded. In Section 4.2 we assume /5 is the data layout in 
which every processor has a copy of every data item (i.e. all ai, j and bj). We present 
a lower bound on TA,~(xn). Since /5 is the most favorable, if impractical, data 
layout, there is no algorithm A E 5 ° and data layout D e ~ which can complete 
earlier than this bound. Using the bounds obtained, we are able to determine, based 
on problem size, when a triangular system should be solved using a serial algorithm 
and when multiple processors would be beneficial. In Section 4.3 we prove some 
lower bounds for A e Y where D is a standard ata layout such as the row- column 
wrapped data layout. Although the proofs of the lower bounds in Sections 4.1-4.3 
are based on the assumption that o = 0, they are clearly applicable to arbitrary o. 
In Section 4.4 we present an extension of the class of algorithms where the lower 
bounds are still applicable. In Section 4.5, we discuss algorithms for various data 
layouts. These algorithms all run within a constant factor of the lower bounds 
shown in this section. 
4.1. Lower Bounds for A e 50 where D Is a ~-data Layout 
Many algorithms designed for solving triangular systems assume that the data 
layout is single-item and that each processor is assigned roughly ~ th of the data 
items of T where P is the number of processors available [5, 7, 13, 14]. In this sub- 
section we consider single-item data layouts where each processor can be assigned 
at most a fraction ~, of the date items of T where 1 ~< c ~< ~. 
DEFINITION 4.6. Consider c where 1 ~< c ~< ~. A data layout D on P processors 
is said to be a ~-data layout if D is single-item and no processor is assigned more 
than a fraction ;, of the ai,/s of T. Denote the class of ~ data layouts by ~(~,). 
In this section we prove the following main result: 
THEOREM 4.1. I f  D ~(~), then for any A e 5O, 
The complexity of any algorithm A in our class using a ;,-data layout in f2(ng + n2/p); 
we see that the communication part of the bound grows only linear in problem size 
n and gap g and is independent of P( > 1), whereas the computation part grows 
quadratically in n and is dependent on P. In addition, although the number of data 
items assigned to different processors may vary from no data items to ½ of the total 
number of data items, the above results and the algorithms provided in Section 4.5 
show that the skewness of the distribution of data has no significant effect on the 
complexity. 
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In order to present he proof of Theorem 4.1, the following definitions are needed. 
DEFINITION 4.7. Let D be a single-item layout, then for all i<<.n, define pi, e to 
be the processor which is initially assigned item ai, i. 
DEFINITION 4.8. For any algorithm A e Y and data layout D, define fi~< n, 
PA, D(i) to be the processor(s) which computes xi in time TA, D(Xi). 
DEFINITION 4.9. Let in, tip be the smallest integer/such t at l i(i+ 1)> In(n+ 1)/2] ~o. 
Clearly in, c/.~- 1 is the largest possible number such that all data items in rows 
1 to in, c/p- 1 of T are assigned to a single processor. 
It follows immediately that x/@fi n - 1 < in, c/e ~< cx /~ n. 
Proof(Theorem4.1). We begin by showing that for all A e J  and De~( f ) ,  if 
3i ~> in, c/p such that 
• TA, D(Xi)<(i--in,~/e+l) g, and 
• for all j where in, c/P <~ J < i, TA, D(Xj) ~ (j--  in, ~/e + 1 ) g 
then x 1, ..., xi must all be received or computed by PA, D(i). 
We prove this using contradiction. Suppose k is the highest index in which xk is 
not received/computed in pA, D(i). This implies that pA, D(i) must receive at least 
i -  k messages after time TA, D(Xk). This requires at least ( i -  in, ~/p + 1 ) g time steps 
which is a contradiction. 
Next we prove that for all Ae5  P, De~(p)  and i>~in,,/p, TA, D(Xi)>/ 
(i -- i,, clio + 1 ) g. 
The proof is by induction. The base case is evident. For the induction step, 
suppose TA, D(X~+I) < (i--in,~/e+2) g where i+  1 ~> in,~/e and for all j where 
in, ~/~, <~j < i + 1, TA, D(Xj) ~ ( j--  in, ~/e + 1 ) g. From above, xl .... , xi+ 1 must be com- 
puted/received by PA, D(i + 1). Since PA, D(i + 1) can receive at most i -  in, 4p + 1 
messages, the number of items initially assigned to PA, ~(i + 1) must be at least 
[n(n+l)/2] ~ which is a contradiction. Lastly, it is clear that n2/P is a lower 
bound. II 
Since c ~< e ~-, every ~-data layout is a ½-data layout. This leads to the following 
corollary: 
COROLLARY 4.1. I f  D ~ ~(~), then for any A ~ 5 P, 
\ )n g, 
4.2. A General Lower Bound for all A ~ 5 p 
In the previous ubsection we proved lower bounds for data layouts in which the 
number of data items assigned per processor is bounded. In this subsection we 
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assume the data layout is the one in which each processor has a copy of every ai, j 
and b i where i, j ~< n. We denote this layout by/5. Since/5 is the most favorable 
data layout, T j  (x;)= min A ~s~ TA, ~(x~). This layout is interesting even though it is 
impractical for large matrices because it yields a general lower bound which is not 
much smaller than the bound in the last section. Furthermore, this layout can be 
used as a measure to determine the efficiency of other data layouts. 
In this section, we prove the following main result: 
THEOREM 4.2. 
n2+ if L,/~5<~n<~g 
r~(x.)  >1 _ ~__-2 
max ~ g, ~ if n >~ g. 
Comparing the bounds from Sections 4.1 and 4.2 and considering the algorithms 
in Section 4.5, we see that for n ~> g, the restriction to Z-data layouts increases com- 
plexity by only a constant factor. Also, we observe that when n ~< g, a parallel 
algorithm will not be much more beneficial than using a serial algorithm. This is 
due to expensiveness of communication. 
Proof (Theorem 4.2). We begin by proving that for all A e 50 and for all i such 
that i ~< min(n, k,v/gJ), TA, zffx;) ~> i 2. 
The proof is by contradiction. Assume 3i ~< min(n, kx/g]) such that TA, zffxi) < i 2. 
Since i2<~g thus each xl, . . . ,x ~ must be computed directly and locally in the 
processor. This takes at least i 2 arithmetic steps which is a contradiction. 
We now observe that for all A e 5 p, if A has the following properties: 
1. 3j such that 
I[ j2 +4 j -  3 if j<~g 41 
2. Vi<j, 
T~, ~(xi)/> 
then Xa, x 2 . . . . .  xj nmst all be computed or received by PA, z~(J). 
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We prove this observation using contradiction. Let i be the highest index where 
xi is not received/computed in PA, ~(J). This means that PA, ~(J) must receive at 
least j - -  i messages after time TA, ~(xi). But TA, z~(xi) + ( j - -  i) g >~ T~, z~(xj) which is 
a contradiction. 
Using the above observation, we next show that for all A ~ 5 ~ and for all i such 
that Lx//g/~< i ~< min(n, g), TA, ~(xi) ~> [-(i2 + 4i -- 3)/4]. 
The proof uses induction. The base case is evident. For the induction step, 
suppose TA,~(xi+I) < y(( i+ 1) 2 +4( i+ 1)-- 3)/4]. From the above observation, 
xl, x2,...,X~+l must all be either received or computed by pA,~(i+ 1). Since 
[-((i + 1 )2 + 4(i + 1 ) - 3)/4] ~< (i + 5)/4 g, thus PA, z~( i + 1 ) receives less than (i + 5)/4 
messages. Therefore P A, ~(i + 1 ) must scan at least F((i + 1 )2+ 4(i + 1 ) -  3)/4-] items 
which is a contradiction. 
Using a proof similar to the one above, we see that for all A ~ 5 p and for all i 
such that g ~< i ~< n, T~, zs(xi) ~> [-i/4-] g. 
From the results obtained so far and from the fact that n2/P is a lower bound, 
we see that for any algorithm A in the class 5 p, 
TA,~(xn) >~ n 2 _--_3_ if Lx/gA<.n~g 
l (F'] "') max ~ g ,~ if n>~g. 
Since ~ is the best data layout possible, no other data layout could have a lower 
bound less than the lower bound for 7. Therefore, these bounds also hold for 
r~(x.). I 
It is worthwhile to note that for n ~>g, the lower bound for ~ data layouts as 
shown in Theorem 4.1 is of the same order as the lower bound for the best data 
layout as shown in Theorem 4.2. 
4.3. Lower Bounds for J on Standard Data Layouts 
In this section we present lower bounds on the running time for algorithms using 
specific data layouts which are commonly used by algorithm designers. The data 
layouts we consider are the following: row/column wrapped, row/column contiguous, 
block decomposition, and block cyclic. All of these are standard layouts in High 
Performance Fortran [9] and SCALAPACK [4] among others. Formal definitions 
of these data layouts are given below. Also, Fig. 1 shows the data allocation to 
processors for each data layout (excluding block cyclic) with n = 12, P= 3. For 
block-cyclic layout we assume that n = 16, P = 4, and K= 4. Each entry in the 
matrix denotes which processor is assigned which data item. 
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FIG. 1. Data allocation for standard data layouts. 
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(d) Contiguous Column 
Data Layout 
DEFINITION 4.10. The row [column] wrapped data layout on P(~<n) processors 
Pl, P2,--., P~-is defined as follows: for all i<~n, ai. 1, ..., a~,i [ai, i, ..., an, i] is assigned 
to processor pj where j - i  mod P. We denote this layout by DR,,,[Dc,, ]. 
DEFINITION 4.11. A single-item data layout on P = ~0(~2 + 1~ (i.e.,/5 = (x/1 + 8P - 1 )/ 
2 ~< n) processors i said to be a block data layout if each processor isgiven a contiguous 
bock of T consisting of a square matrix of size 3. We denote this data layout by DaD. 
DEFINITION 4.12. A single-item data layout on P( ~< n 2) processors i said to be 
a (square) block-cyclic data layout if there exists a 1 <<, K<~ n/v@: T is divided into 
contiguous quare blocks of size }. Furthermore, each such block is divided into 
smaller contiguous quare subblocks of size n/ (Kv@) .  Each processor is then 
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assigned a subblock of each block of size n/(Kx/~ ) such that each subblock is in 
the same position for each block. We denote this data layout by DK, Bc. 
DEnNmON 4.13. A single-item data layout on P(~<n) processors Pl .... ,Pe is 
row [column] contiguous if for all i<~P, Pi is assigned the matrix items in rows 
[columns] ( i -1 )~+ 1 to i ~. We denote this layout by DR~[Dcfl. 
We show that block decomposition a d clock-cyclic data layouts have higher 
lower bounds than row-column wrapped or row-column contiguous ones. 
In this section we prove the following result: 
THEOREM 4.3. Let A be an algorithm in the class 5 p. The following are true: 
~--/--/.max(If~.l ' .~/ 
(.') =£2 ng+~ 
~" ' (x ' / "  max (E [ ~ "1 -  'I g '~ l  
( " )  =f2 ng+~ 
(( . ) . '  TA, DB~(X.)>>-max n--~-- I  g ,~,  
n 1 minI~~+ 1"'' 4.. '(~+~)')) 
n 2 n 2 :°(..+~+mm(~. ~))
( ( " ) "  TA, DK, ~(X,) ~> max n ~- -  1 g, fi-, 
min\ 4K,/P Kw/fi-- +1 , 
4KP K 
~../'-/'max(I~"]'~) 
(")  =£2 ng+~ 
Row wrapped layout 
Column wrapped layout 
Block data layout 
Block-cyclic layout 
Contiguous row layout 
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Contiguous column layout 
Analyzing these lower bounds, we see that row/column wrapped and row/column 
contiguous have lower bounds of ~2(max(ng, n2/p)). We have shown that the lower 
bound for block data layout is f2(max(ng, n2/p, min((n2/p)g, n2/x//P))). Clearly 
max(ng, n2/p) < max(ng, n2/p, min((na/P) g, n2/~/P)) only when P < min(n, n2/g2). 
Now, the lower bound for block-cyclic layout is ~2(max(ng, n2/P, min((n2/Kp)g, 
n2/K x/@))). Again, clearly max(ng, n2/p) < max(ng, nZ/P, min( (n2/KP) g, nZ/( K ~/P) ) ) 
when K< min(x/~, n/P, n/(g ~) ,  g). 
Proof (Theorem 4.3). (1) We begin by showing that for all A ~ 5 P and D is one 
of either row or column wrapped if 3i such that 
• TA, D(x~)<(r~-~iT--1) g, and 
• for all j where j<i ,  TA, D(xj) >~ ( r~! j~ - 1) g then xl ..... x; must all be 
received or computed by PA, D(i). 
We prove this by contradiction. Suppose k is the highest index in which x k is not 
received/computed in pA, D(i). This implies that pA, D(i) must receive at least i --k 
messages after time TA, D(Xk). This requires at least ( [ -e-~! i7- -1)g time steps 
which is a contradiction. 
Next we prove that for all A e 5 r and D is one of either row or column wrapped 
then TA, D(Xi) >7 ([-g--~t i7 -- 1) g. 
The proof is by induction. The base case is evident. For the induction step, 
suppose irA, D(xi+ 1) < ([-g-~ (i + 1 )7 - 1 ) g and for all j where j < i + 1, TA, D(xs) >~ 
([- g-~ j~ -- 1 ) g. From above, x I ..... x~+ 1 must be computed/received by PA, D( i 4- 1 ). 
WLOG assume Px, D(i + 1 ) = Pro, D" Consider x~ where p~, D ~ Pro, D" If Xs is computed 
by Pro, D, then Pro, D must receive a~, ~. Else x~ is received by Pm, D" Since there are 
I-g@ ( i+ 1)7 -1  such x~'s, Pm, D must receive at least [ -~!  ( i+ 1)7 -1  messages 
which is a contradiction. Finally, it is clear the nZ/P is a lower bound. 
(2) Using a similar argument as in (1), we can prove that max(n2/P, 
(n - } -  1 ) g) is a lower bound for both block data layouts and block-cyclic layouts. 
(3) We now prove that min([(n(P- 1))/4p2]((n/P) + 1) g, [(n(/5-1))/4P](nP+ 1)) 
is a lower bound for block data layout. 
Suppose [ (n (P -  1))/4PZ]((n/P)+ 1) g< [ (n (P -  1))/4P](nP+ 1). Thus g<P. 
We prove using induction that TA, D,~(x(n~/p) + 1) >~ [ (hi)~(4P2) ] (n/P + 1 ) g for i </5. 
The base case is evident. For the induction case, consider i--m. Processor 
Prim~P, Des has ~(}+ 1) items initially assigned to it. For each item assigned to this 
processor, it can either send the item to be computed in another processor or keep 
it to be used in computing the x/s. If it sends out at least [(nm)/(4p2)]((n/P)+ 1)
messages then we achieve our bound. Suppose the processor sends out s 
messages where s < [ (nm)/(4P 2) ]((n/P) + 1). Since any item which is not sent must 
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now be computed within this processor and these items cannot be computed 
until after time TA, DBD(X(n(m_I)/p)+ 1)" Therefore, we see that  TA, DsD(X(nm/P)+I) 
[ (nm)/( 4p-2) ]( (n/P) + 1) g. 
The proof that [ (n (P -  1))/(4P)](nP+ 1) is a lower bound when [ (n (P -  1))/ 
(4p2)]((n/P) + 1 ) g ~> (n(/5-  1 ))/(4ff))(n/5+ 1 ) follows using a similar argument. 
(4) The lower bound for block-cyclic layouts can be proved using similar 
arguments as those given for block layouts. 
(5) Suppose D is row contiguous and the lower bound stated above does not 
hold. Consider p,, D. Clearly, less than [-e-2p1 n~ messages were sent out by p,, D. But 
this implies that at least [ -~  n7 xi's where i ~< ~-~ n must be received or computed 
by Pn, D. Since Vi<~g-~n, P~,D ¢P,,D, Pn, D must receive ~-~5~! n~ messages which 
is a contradiction. 
The proof also applies to column contiguous except he processor we consider 
is PI, D- | 
4.4. Extended Class of Algorithms 50' 
In this subsection we define an extended class of algorithms Y'___ 50 which we 
call no-cost inference algorithms. The class 5 °' contains all algorithms in which a 
processor is allowed to infer the value of a variable x~ from the psums it has com- 
puted or received and from data items in its local memory. Such an inference is 
possible if and only if xi can be expressed as a rational combination of such psums 
and data items. When proving lower bounds on complexity we do not charge any 
cost for such an inference (see Example4.1). This larger and apparently more 
powerful class of algorithms turns out to satisfy the same lower bounds as the 
class 50. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Suppose sl and s 2 are psums received or computed by processor 
p where 
sx=bil--ail,y~xj~-ail,j:xj2, s2=ai2,j~xj~ +ai2,j2xj2 • 
If bil, aii,ji, ai~,j. 2, a~2, jl, ai2,j 2 are in the local memory o fp  then we assume that p 
can infer (at no cost) the values of xji and xj2. 
4.5. Algorithms and Communication Patterns 
In this section we provide running times of algorithms and communication 
patterns which, when used with the appropriate data layout are within a constant 
factor of the appropriate lower bounds. 
Eisenstat et al. [5], Heath and Romine [7], Li and Coleman [ 13], and Romine 
and Ortega [ 14] discuss several different types of algorithms using well-known data 
layouts for specific architectures, uch as the hypercube and ring. Although many 
of these algorithms are believed to be efficient, no formal proof exists to substantiate 
them. Using our results from earlier sections, we can formally confirm for the first 
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time that they are indeed efficient and many are actually asymptotically optimal. In 
fact, for row-column wrapped layouts, we use variations of [ 13 ] for our algorithms. 
We assume that the items of vector b are available to all the processors. In 
Section 4.6 we discuss why this assumption does not affect the complexity of the 
problem beyond a constant factor. We assume that the value of xi will be in the 
variable b[ i] which initially contained the value bi. We describe the algorithms and 
communication patterns in detail in the Appendix. 
Below is a table on the running times. 
Data layout Running time 
Row wrapped 
Column wrapped 
Contiguous row 
Contiguous column 
Block layout 
Block cyclic 
Data layout/5 
n~ 
P ~ max(g, 2j+o+2)+(n-1)(2o+g+l) 
j=l 
~-+ 3n-- (g+2o)+ ~, E max(iP-j, g) 
i=1 j= l  
,(e-1) ) 
+ ~ m a x  +o+2,  g +(3P-4) o+(P-1)g 
P-1  (n  2) 
+ ~ n+P-2=O ng+--fi 
n2n Pl (2n) 
~+~ff - - -max ~+o,g +(2P-2) o+(P-1)g+P-1 
(n2 (n2 n2 )) 
O ng+~+min  ~+~g 
n 2 if n<<.g 
-~-max - -+o+2,  g +(3P-4)o+(P-1)g 
P1 (n2) +~-n+P--2=O ng+~ if n>g 
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The precise running time for block data layout is: 
(2t 5-1)~max 7+o,g  +(2P-3) g+(4 /5 -3)o+P-2  
=0 ng + when g>x/~ 
/72 /72 n 2 [ - /54-1] n 2 n(P- 1) 
~g+~+ff  5g+l 2 ~4- p 
P-1 +3Po+ (P- 1) g+~-n+P-2  
=O(ng+-fi-t--~ n2 n2 g) when g ~<x/-ff. 
- -max  (~+o +2, g) 
The precise running time for block-cyclic data layout is: 
2 i,2  1, max o, 
+ (2 x/fP- 3) g + (4 v /P -  3) o + x /~-  21 
~-1 ( n2 /7 /7 1 + ~=1 • max 2(K-i)-KS~+~o, Kx /P  g 
+--+ when K>v/P or g>~ and =0 ng Kv/~ 
(4 v /P -2 ) /=max/=+ °' g LK~/P \Kx/P 
+(2 V@-3)g + (4 x/-ff- 3) o + v /P-  2 l 
"~ (~'~'--k K2 ' \~  /7 /72 n 
×max(kK.~/p2n~+o+2, g) + 3(v/-P-4)o + (,v/P- 1) g 
n 2 +,fP-2+2~ (K- [~J + 1) g ] 
+ i=12 max 2(K- i )~+~o,~g 
[ "2 
+ 2 max 2(K- i )~+~o,~g 
i = LKa/~J 
=0 ng + ~ + ~ g when K~<x/~. 
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Most of the bounds stated come from the analysis of the straightforward 
algorithms for these data layouts on LogP. For the case of row/column wrapped 
data layout, we adapted the algorithms by Li and Coleman [ 13] and Eisenstat et 
al. [5] for the LogP model. For block data layout, the bound 2ng + n2/p is derived 
by taking the running time of the straightforward algorithm. The bound (//2//62 -b 2n) g 
+ n2/p 2 is derived by analyzing the amount of time needed to transform the data 
layout to that of a row/column wrapped layout and then using Li and Coleman's 
algorithm [ 13 ]. 
Clearly, since o ~< g, all of these running times are within a constant factor of the 
corresponding lower bounds. Furthermore, since the algorithms are variants of 
standard algorithms using simple communication patterns, it follows that employ- 
ing sophisticated techniques will not yield a significant improvement in the running 
time. 
Another point worth mentioning is that block layouts with P < rain(n,//2/g2) and 
block-cyclic layouts with K< rain(x/P, ~, n/(gx/-P ), g)incur much higher running 
times than the other layouts. In general, these two data layouts are considered for 
this problem because they are standard layouts for LU decomposition [ 3]. There- 
fore it may be possible to mask the extra running times by the running time needed 
for LU decomposition. However, if one simply needs to solve Tx = b, it will probably 
be better to employ one of the other data layouts or to choose appropriate values 
of P and K if using either block decomposition r block cyclic. 
4.6. A Note about Vector b 
In this section we have been assuming that the items of b are available to every 
processor. Under this assumption, we obtained tight asymptotic bounds on the 
running time. 
Suppose that the items of b (i.e,, bl, b2 ..... bn) are not initially available to all 
processors. We can transmit hese items to all processors in O(ng) time. One way 
to achieve this is by (1) sending all the items to some processor p and then (2) have 
p broadcast all these items to the remaining P -1  processors. Clearly it takes at 
most ng time steps for p to receive all these items of b. Step (2), referred to as the 
n-item broadcast problem, has been discussed in [ 11, 17]. In [ 11 ], the running 
time of the n-broadcast problem has been shown to be O(ng). Therefore we can 
redistribute the items of b so that every processor has a copy of these items in 
O(ng) time. 
The only bounds in Sections 4.1-4.5 which were smaller than ng were for Tj(xn) 
when n ~< g which relied on a uniprocessor algorithm. Therefore, the running times 
of the applicable algorithms increase by at most constant factors. 
5. BANDED TRIANGULAR LINEAR SYSTEMS 
In this section, we generalize the lower bounds presented in the previous ub- 
sections from lower bounds for solving triangular systems to lower bounds for 
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solving banded triangular systems. We again consider only substitution algo- 
rithms. 
The banded problem. Given Tx = b solve for x, where T= (ai, j) is a k-banded 
(lower) n x n triangular matrix, b = (bj) is a vector of size n, and x = (xj) is a vector 
of size n. 
The serial complexity is 2nk-  k 2. 
We now generalize some of the previous definitions. 
D~INITION 5.1. Let D be a single-item data layout on P processors. If no 
processor is assigned more than a ~ th fraction of the items of T where 1 ~< c ~< ~, 
then D is a ~-data layout for k-banded triangular matrix T. We refer to the set of 
~-data layouts as N(~, k). 
DEHNIT~ON 5.2. Let D~(~,k) .  Define in, k,c/P to be the smallest integer i 
such that the number of nonzero items in row 1 to row i of T is greater than 
[ (2nk - k 2 -}- k)/2] }. 
It follows immediately that i~, ~, c/p ~< in, ~/e ~< v@ n. 
DEV~NmON 5.3. Define /5 k to be he data layout in which every processor is 
assigned every matrix item in T and every item in b. 
THEOREM 5.1. For any A in the class 5 P, 
l ma ([klI4] k >g. 
Proof Assume that the data layout in L5 k. We see that solving a k-banded 
triangular linear system using substitution is as hard as solving [_~J triangular 
linear systems of size k (that cannot be overlappingly solved) using substitution. 
Therefore using Theorem 4.2, we obtain the following bounds: 
irA, z~k(x,)/> l k J [  k2+4k-3  4 1 if Lc/gl<<.k<~g 
max (LkJ  (~]  g, ~- ) if k>~g. 
Since Ok is the most favorable layout, TA,~k(xn) = Tso(x,). | 
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THEOREM 5.2. Let A e 5 ¢ and D ~(~,  k). I fk >~g then 
TA, D(X~)>~max ( (n -  ~n + l) g,n~kp ). 
Proof Follows using a similar argument as that for Theorem 4.1. | 
Since c ~< f, every ~-data layout is a ½-data layout. This leads to the following 
corollary: 
COROLLARY 5.1. If D e @(2' k), then for any A e 5 ¢, 
TA, D(X,)>~max 
We see that for n > g, the lower bound is f2(ng + ~). 
6. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we considered the problem of solving triangular linear systems on 
parallel distributed-memory machines using substitution. Working withing the 
LogP model [2], we were able to derive tight asymptotic bounds on the execution 
time for this problem and provided algorithms which achieve these bounds. 
Specifically, we proved that for sufficiently large matrices (n ~>g), the running 
time of any substitution algorithm is £2(ng + nZ/P) whereas the serial complexity is
n 2 + O(n). When we then restrict attention to data layouts in which the number of 
data items assigned to a processor is bounded, the lower bound is still f2(ng + n2/P). 
Since these bounds are achievable, this shows that simply restricting the proportion of 
data items assigned to a processor does not result in a significantly higher complexity 
than assuming all processors have all the data items. 
We also derived bounds for several specific data layouts which are commonly used by 
algorithm designers for this problem. In particular, we showed that block-cyclic data 
layouts with K< rain(v@, ~, n/(g ~@), g) and block data layout with P < min(n, n2/g 2) 
have much higher complexities than all the other data layouts we considered. 
We showed that there exist substitution algorithms for these data layouts whose 
running times are within constant factors of the corresponding lower bounds. Since 
all of these were variants of standard algorithms using simple communication 
patterns, this shows the futility of searching for sophisticated techniques and com- 
plicated communication patterns in order to significantly improve the running time 
of a substitution algorithm. 
Finally, we generalized the problem to k-banded triangular linear systems. We 
showed that for k ~> g, the running time is g2(ng + nk 7)" Therefore, as before, we see 
that designing sparse communication patterns gives no significant benefits. 
All lower bounds obtained in this paper hold for an extended model with multi- 
broadcast capability, i.e., the lower bounds hold even under the assumption that 
any value computed by a processor p is available to that processor immediately and 
to all other processors L steps later. 
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